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Team Purpose 

The Trojanette Pom/Dance Team will promote school spirit and the principles of good sportsmanship for the 

school and community. Trojanettes will strive to represent MFHS in a positive atmosphere and should set 

personal goals to increase their skills in performance and excel in their academics. Trojanettes are to set an 

example of the highest standard in all areas. The Trojanettes will develop positive self-esteem and self-

discipline, and most importantly will build friendships and experiences that will last a lifetime. 

 

 

The Coach 

The Trojanettes’ coach will provide organizational skills needed to support the team (IE budgeting and 

scheduling, teaching, instruction, and guidance to enable the team to represent the school in its optimum 

capacity. The coach sets policy and has the final word in all decisions that affect the team directly. The coach 

will regularly publish schedules to keep parents informed of events. The coach will keep school administration 

informed of pom activities.  

 

 

The Team Members 

You are students first. Trojanettes are expected to maintain excellent grades and to be positive role models in 

the school.  

 

Each Trojanette is a valuable asset to the team. Team members will work to create an environment that is 

conducive to learning and performing routines to the best of the team’s ability. Team members will participate 

in all practices, all performances, and all possible fundraisers. Team members will set a positive example to 

fellow students and the community. It is important for the team to remain unified.  

 

All Trojanettes are expected to have the choreography the team is performing mastered. This is the minimum 

expectation of all dancers. In order to check this knowledge, every Trojanette performance will be videotaped. 

The coach will review every routine and scan for mistakes. Any team member who has more than 10 total 

counts of mistakes in a routine will be benched for the following routine.  

 

 

Parents 

Trojanette parents must ensure that their Trojanette has reliable transportation to and from practices, games, and 

events. Parents are also needed to participate in fundraiser planning and execution. Your support of the team is 

extremely important.  

 

Any parent with a concern about their daughter’s participation in poms should contact the coach directly outside 

of practice and performance times. Concerns should not be taken to the administration until they have first been 

discussed with the coach. Any unresolved concerns should then be handled in the manner outlined in the School 

Athletic Handbook.  

 

Concerns about the posted team roster after tryouts may be addressed via email as early as the Monday morning 

after tryouts. Phone calls, texts, and/or emails about tryouts will not be answered before that time. 

 

 

 

 

 



Tryouts 

Tryouts will be held each spring for the following season, and possibly between football and basketball season, 

upon the discretion of the coach. Tryouts will be scored by the coaching staff. The team will be cut according to 

the natural break in scores.  

 

 

Practices 

All members should dance appropriate clothing to all practices. Tights should be worn when the weather 

permits them. Any member unable to attend any practice for any reason must contact the coach directly. 

Anything other that a direct call/email to the coach will be considered an unexcused absence. Practice will begin 

at the time listed, which means that all necessary preparations (shoes and appropriate practice attire on) will be 

complete and the team will be ready to work. Each member is responsible for being prepared with all practice 

equipment, with includes good listening skills and total cooperation with leaders. Practice schedules should be 

treated with the same respect as game schedules. Conflicts will be avoided if this expectation is followed.  

 

 

Game Performances 

All team members are required to attend all home football, girls’ basketball, and boys’ basketball games. Any 

member unable to attend any performance for any reason must contact the coach directly. Anything other than a 

direct call to the coach will be considered unexcused. A team member will be ineligible to participate in a 

performance if she misses any part of the school day, unless prearranged with the office. A calendar of the 

academic year is provided at the beginning of the football season. Team members that are employed should 

provide their employers with copies of this and the practice schedule as soon as possible to avoid any conflicts. 

Any team member participating in other extra-curricular activities should bring any scheduling conflicts to the 

attention of the pom coach immediately. Extensive efforts will be made to try to accommodate both schedules.  

 

All Trojanettes are expected to be at games at the time set by the coach. Team members have 10 minutes before 

that set time to get to the team ready area and check in with the coach. Any team member who has not signed in 

by the set time will not perform pre-game for that game. Any team member who is more than 15 minutes late 

will be benched from the halftime performance, but is required to stay and support the team. 

 

 

Social and Academic Responsibilities 

Grades are reported to the school office weekly. The coach will notify any team member and parent when a 

member is ineligible to perform. It is understood that an ineligible team member will be absent from all pom 

activities for the length of ineligibility in order for that member to be attentive to her studies. Since this will 

place and obvious strain on the individual and the team, all members should stay on top of their academics. If a 

team member is ineligible 3 times in a season, they forfeit their place on the team for the remainder of the 

season. Football and basketball are considered 2 separate seasons. Any team member suspended during football 

season will be allowed to rejoin the team for basketball season.  

 

Good sportsmanship is expected at all times. The team members are representatives of MFHS and the team 

should exhibit positive attitudes at all times. Disrespect for the coach, fellow team members, administration, or 

any other party is unacceptable. Cohesiveness as a team is important. Inner conflicts and disrespect for yourself 

and others is destructive to the team. Any problems or concerns should be discussed with the coach, first and 

only. Other improper social behavior includes obscene language or gestures, drinking, smoking, and drug use. 

(See School Athletic Handbook) 

 

Any inappropriate posts to social media will result in suspension from one performance, with the possibility of 

further suspension for evidence of activity that is in violation of the athletic handbook. These posts would 

include, but are not limited to, images or words that are: referencing drugs or alcohol, sexually explicit or 

suggestive, bullying, harassing, racist, obscene/profane, or unfavorable to the team or team members. 



Fundraising 

Fundraising is an important part of the pom team. Fundraising functions are mandatory. Any team member 

unable to participate in a fundraiser must contact the coach directly in advance. Anything other than a direct call 

to the fundraiser organizer will be considered unexcused. A schedule of fundraisers will be distributed with as 

much advance notice as possible. Preplanning will help to avoid conflicts. All scheduling conflicts should be 

brought to the attention of the pom coach immediately. 

 

 

Camp 

While summer camp attendance is not mandatory, it is highly recommended that all team members attend. 

 

 

Competitions 

The Trojanettes compete in IHSA and IDTA sanctioned competitions. The competition season runs from mid-

December to early-February. Competitions are a very rewarding atmosphere in which the team can showcase its 

talent. The settings of these competitions provide an audience of appreciation and recognition for the hard work 

and long season involved in this sport.  

 

Team members may opt out of competing. All team members who wish to be placed in the competition routine 

will be assessed by the coach prior to setting final formations. Placement on the competition team will be based 

on ability and showmanship and will be up to the sole discretion of the coach.  

 

 

Outside Training 

While outside studio training is not required in order to be a Trojanette, it is important to understand that all 

team members are accountable for the progression of their personal skill level. The team will train at a level that 

is most appropriate for the majority of team members. Taking classes at a reputable studio is the best way to 

ensure that a dancer is performing at her highest possible level. If you are unsure of the type of dance you 

should be studying or the studio in which you should enroll, please ask.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

PLEASE READ AND SIGN 

 

I/we have read the 2019-2020 Trojanette Handbook and will adhere to the rules of the team. As a parent, I/we 

understand all the expectations and consequences of improper behavior. I/we realize that this is a team effort 

and that I/we may be called upon to help in some ways throughout the year which are within my/our capacity 

and will make every effort to fulfill that obligation on my/our daughter’s behalf. I/we agree to pay for all 

“Custom Order” non-returnable items in advance and to fulfill all financial obligations by any given deadlines. 

 

 

Signature of parent/s___________________________________________ _____Date______________ 

 

 

I have read the 2019-2020 Trojanette Handbook and will adhere to the rules of the team. As a team member, I 

understand what is expected of me to remain a member in good standing. I will keep myself knowledgeable and 

informed of all rules, practices, performances, and fundraisers. I also realize the consequences of improper 

behavior. I will do all I can to uphold the honor and tradition of the Trojanettes Pom/Dance Team and respect 

my fellow team members, coach, and school.  

 

 

Signature of team member___________________________________________Date______________ 


